
 

Don’t Miss The 
Forest For the Trees 

Unlike traditional bullying, much 
cyberbullying takes place off-campus, 
most typically in the child’s home.   
 
The fact that cyberbullying takes 
place predominantly off-campus 
means that the behavior falls into a 
different category.  While behavior 
that takes place at school is clearly 
under the jurisdiction of educators, 
educators must determine if cyber-
bullying has a “substantial 
disruption” upon school before 
taking disciplinary action.   
 
However, even if a school decides 
that cyberbullying is not making a 
substantial disruption upon the 
school environment, there are still 
important steps that all schools can 
make to help cope with and resolve 
cyberbullying incidents. 
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Action #1: 
Have an educational discussion with the 
cyberbully and with cyber-bystanders. It 
may be important to point out that this 
discussion is not discipline; it is 
educational, about the dangers of 
cyberbullying and the fact that 
everyone is now aware of the situation. 
If relevant, discuss future legal 
problems the child may incur if they 
continue with these behaviors. You can 
involve an SRO or other police officer 
in the discussion, and the child’s 
parents, if possible.  

 
Action #2 

Immediately inform cyberbullies and 
cyber-bystanders about the consequences 
for bullying or cyberbullying in school.  If 
the cyberbully or cyber-bystanders 
engage in any bullying or cyberbullying  
 

7 Action Steps You Can Always Take 
. Regardless of whether or not a school administrator decides that it is appropriate and legal to 

discipline a cyberbully, there are important steps that can be taken to address the situation and 
to help the target cope.  The 7 Steps Below do not depend on the “substantial disruption” 
doctrine.  
 

Consider involving the police: 
1. If the behavior involves criminal activity, threats, or violence. 
2. If the behavior involves electronic or physical stalking. 
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Seven Action Steps 
in school, follow through on 
consequences immediately. It is 
important to note that research has 
found that, by high school, many 
incidents (if not most) are both online 
and in school.   

Action #3 
Be sure that a victim has a Safety & 
Comfort Plan. This should include a 
Safe Person – and the child’s teachers 
may be told to permit this child the 
freedom to go see their Safe Person at 
any time. Initially, do not be concerned 
if a victim appears to exploit their Safe 
Person as a way to avoid schoolwork. 
Focus instead on the child’s sense of 
safety and comfort. Any exploitation 
can be addressed later.   

 

Action #4 
Inform all relevant adults – teachers, 
coaches, counselors, and bus drivers – 
about the situation between the two 
children.   
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Action #5 

Have a plan for less structured areas, such as 
buses and lunchroom.  The victim should 
never be left to hope that they find a safe 
seat.  A seat should be reserved in advance 
near friends.  
 

Action #6 
Follow up with parents, especially parents of 
victims.  Do not wait for them to call you; 
call them to let them know that the above 
actions are being taken. Many parents 
want to know what disciplinary actions 
are being taken against a cyberbully and 
you may need to educate them about 
confidentiality laws.  
 

Action #7 
Consider creating a Response Team to 
implement all these responses.  The Team 
should consist of counselors, SROs, 
administrators, and teachers.  

Need more information?  Visit http://www.elizabethenglander.com 



 

Get specific information from your child. The 
more specific the information you can get, the 
better the school will be able to help end the 
situation. Ask your child the following questions, 
and record the answers in writing carefully:  
 
Where did this happen? (Playground?  
Lunch room? Classroom?)  
 
When did this happen? (Morning? During  
recess? After school?)  
 
Is this the first time this happened?  
 
What happened right before this happened? What 
were you doing? What was Joey doing?  
 
Walk me through what happened. You said, "Hi." 
What did Joey say or do next? What did you say /do?  
 
Who else was there? (Teacher? Other adult?  
Other kids?) What did they do?  
 
Did you tell anybody? If yes, what did they do? If no, 
why didn't you tell an adult?  
 
Take this information, in written form, to your 
school. Ask them to read it and make an 
appointment to sit down afterwards.  
 
During that appointment, ask the school: Is there 
any other information that I can get from my child 
to help you address this situation?  
 
Will you be following school policy in addressing 
this situation?  
 
What specific actions can you tell me you will be 
taking? (Note that you understand the legal 
limitations school officials are under.)  
 
Have you spoken with my child's teacher/  
playground monitor/lunch room attendants/  
etc.?   When will we touch base next? 

“That’s 
Confidential” 
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When your child has been a victim of bullying…. 
 it's natural to want to know exactly what will happen to the child who bullied him or her. If you ask an educator in the 
United States, "What punishment is that child going to receive?" and hear… "That's confidential," You may conclude that 
the educator or administrator is avoiding your question or protecting the bully. In fact, they are simply obeying the law!  
Educators in the United States must obey the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA). This Act strongly affects 
schools and disciplinary procedures against minor students. One effect is this Act is to make school records (including 
discipline) a private matter. That means a school is prohibited from sharing any information in a student's record - 
including disciplinary information — to third parties without parental consent.  
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What A School Official CANNOT tell you  What a School Official CAN tell you  

Specific disciplinary procedures instituted against 
any child except your own  

Specific disciplinary procedures that are defined in 
school policy or administrative procedures, and whether 
or not they intend to follow that policy in this case  

Any actions the school is taking that specifically 
affect a child other than your own (e.g., moving 
an- other child to a different classroom)  

Any actions the school is taking that affect your child 
(e.g., moving your child to another classroom)  

The content of any communications with another 
child's parents or guardians 

The fact that they have been in communication with the 
parents or guardians of other children  

Any contract or agreement with a child who is 
not your own, or with the parents of that child 

Any actions the school is taking that affect the children 
generally but which may impact the incident(s) in 
question (e.g., placing an adult monitor in a spot which 
has been identified as one where bullying occurs)  

The names or identification of other children 
involved in previous incident(s) in which your 
child had some involvement, for which there is a 
record  

Previous incident(s) in which your child had some 
involvement, without naming other children  

Measures other parents are taking to help their 
child (e.g., parents putting another child in 
therapy)  

Measures you might use to help your child (e.g., 
practicing your child's response to a bully; "checking in" 
daily with your child's teacher; getting important 
information from your child)  

Previous or past behaviors or behavior problems 
of any child other than your own child  

Any reports or referrals made to law enforcement 
regarding the incident(s) in question  

 

Need more information?  Visit http://www.elizabethenglander.com 



 
 

What can we do to 
help children and 
teens get the sleep 

they need? 

You probably felt like you taught your 
child to sleep through the night a long 
time ago, but it never hurts to have a 

“refresher” discussion.   

Discuss with your child why sleep is 
so important, and how digital devices 
can interfere with sleep. Devices can 
tempt children and teens to become 

engaged, even if they are sleepy.  

Keep digital devices out of the 
bedroom.   

Don’t use backlit screens when 
reading in bed.   

If your child is having sleep problems, 
discuss the situation with your 
pediatrician or family doctor.  

Want more 
information? 

The National Sleep Foundation 

http://sleepfoundation.org/ 

 

More information about the 
healthy use of digital devices, 

including cell phones: 

http://www.englanderdownloads.
webs.com/ 

http://commonsensemedia.org 

Is Your Child 

Bridgewater State University, Bridgewater, Massachusetts 

Http://www.MARCcenter.org 

(508) 531-1784 

[Web Address] 

The Massachusetts Aggression 
Reduction Center 
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“I read under the 
covers with a flashlight 

myself” 
It can be difficult for a busy, involved 

child to get as much sleep as is 
optimal.  In fact, you may recall times 
when you stayed up late yourself, as a 

child or a teen.   

But what’s happening today is 
different, in several important ways. 

 Research conducted on hundreds 
of  teenagers at the Massachusetts 
Aggression Reduction Center at 
Bridgewater State University. 

This study found that most girls and 
boys admit to staying up interacting 

with their friends, using digital devices 
(usually cell phones), when their 
parents thought they were asleep.   

Why is sleep in school-age and teenage 
children such an important issue? 

Educators, pediatricians, and parents have noticed in recent years what appears to be a very 
common trend – chronic fatigue in children. Growing children and teens need a great deal of sleep 
in order to function well and grow, both emotionally, socially, and academically. Sleep – and loss 
of it – can affect virtually every aspect of a young person’s functioning. Even if a child shows no 
obvious effects from sleep deprivation – e.g., attention difficulties – it is unlikely that their learning 
and social function is optimal if they are sleep-deprived.   
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Most teens report staying awake using 
their cell phones almost every night, 

for an average of 1 to 2 hours per 
night.  That’s a lot of lost sleep! 
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Other studies have found that being 
exposed to backlit devices (e.g., a 

smartphone, or a tablet with a white 
glowing background) interferes 

substantially with the body’s natural 
sleep rhythms. 

 

The light from these devices can “trick” the 
user’s brain into thinking that it is not time 
to sleep.  That may mean that even if your 
child is going to sleep at a reasonable hour, 
he or she may have trouble falling asleep if 
they are using such a device before trying 

to fall asleep.   

What Parents Can Do 



 

React, but don’t 
overreact. 

Bullying and cyberbullying are such 
emotionally laden words today; 
there are few other problems that 
strike such dread into the hearts of 
parents.   
 
Sometimes, though, it’s important 
to remember that bullying and 
cyberbullying don’t always indicate 
an extremely serious problem.  
Children do make mistakes, and 
making social errors while still a 
child is one of the best and safest 
ways to learn.   
 
Your job is to make sure that they 
DO learn from this episode – and 
that is true regardless of their role.  
We want bullies to learn how 
destructive and self-destructive 
their behaviors are; and we want 
targets to learn how to cope 
successfully and emerge even 
stronger.   
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Mistake to Avoid #1: 
If your child has admitted to 
treating another child rudely or 
cruelly, don’t begin by asking 
them WHY they picked on that 
child.  Later on in the conversation, it 
may be relevant to talk about why 
this child irritated them; but when you 
ask your child, “Why did you pick on 
him?” you are, in fact, implying that 
there may be a good reason or 
rationale.  The primary message 
needs to be that there is NEVER an 
adequate reason to be socially cruel 
to someone else – period.  If your 
child insists that the other child 
“started it,” it’s a good idea to ask 
how it started, specifically; but be 
sure to emphasize that unless an 
action is self-defense, there is really 
never an excuse.  

Common Mistakes You Can Avoid 
Precisely because bullying and cyberbullying are such emotional issues for 
parents, there are several very common mistakes that are made when coping with 
a situation where your child has been bullying someone, or has been bullied by 
someone.    
 
Some of these tips are for parents of bullies, while others are for 
parents of targets. One tip for all parents: if your child’s behavior 
or psychological state concerns you, discuss it with your 

pediatrician!  
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Mistake to Avoid #2: 
Don’t demand to know what the 
school is going to do to the other 
child (the Bully or the Target who 
accused your child).  Federal law 
(and some state laws as well) prevents 
schools from telling you anything about 
another child. Educators have no 
choice in this matter: they cannot tell 
you, so don’t waste your energy 
asking.  

 

Mistake to Avoid #3: 
If your child is the target, focus on 
him or her – not on the bully.  
Research shows that the most helpful 
actions for targets are support, 
affection, and friendship. Help your 
child cope and feel stronger by 
encouraging friendships and fun 
activities with the family.  Focus on 
supporting him or her.  Focusing on the 
bully may increase that bully’s 
importance in the eyes of your child.  

 
Mistake to Avoid #4: 

Until all the facts are in, don’t simply 
assume your child is blameless. It is  
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normal for children to fudge the truth with 
their parents to avoid getting into trouble.   

 
Mistake to Avoid #5: 

Don’t engage in a child’s fight, either 
online or in person. It is very tempting to 
want to defend your child, but it’s also 
important to model socially civilized and 
appropriate behaviors.  Posting mean 
comments about other people, or phoning 
them to abuse them, doesn’t teach your 
child to be strong – it just teaches them to 
be rude.  

 
Mistake to Avoid #6: 

Don’t just punish; try to teach.  Many 
children “try out” bullying (especially online) 
because they want to be more popular and 
they’re not sure how seriously their parents 
feel about this.  Make sure your child knows 
that there is no excuse and you are 
absolutely against abusive behaviors.  
Ultimately, it’s your values that your children 
will emulate. 

Need more information?  Visit http://www.elizabethenglander.com 



 

Kids today have grown up using 
digital devices and computers to 

communicate – they’re 
comfortable with them and 

sometimes prefer them.   

The key to learning how and 
when to use electronic 

communications is not to 
denigrate how kids use digital 
devices, but to emphasize that 
there are times and situations 

when it’s best not to type, but to 
talk.   
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Avoiding problems with 
Texting …. 

Avoiding problems with texting 
is really about common sense, 
not so much about 
understanding technology.   
 
If you don’t know as much as 
your child about texting and cell 
phones, don’t worry about it! 
 
Almost half of teen girls tell us 
in research that they delete 
things off their phones before 
their parents check the device.  
Remember to talk to your kids, 
because it’s almost impossible to 
know otherwise what kids are 
up to on mobile devices.     

Texting isn’t the same as talking 
Most adults intuitively understand that there may be times or situations when it’s more 
appropriate to have a face-to-face or phone conversation, but kids can have a tough time 
with this idea.  They’ve grown up with electronics and often prefer that type of 
communication.   

It’s important, though, for kids to be aware of the issues surrounding texting, and for them 
to learn to control their technologies – not for these devices to control them.   

12
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Kids today have grown up using 
digital devices and computers to 

communicate – they’re 
comfortable with them and 

sometimes prefer them.   

The key to learning how and 
when to use electronic 

communications is not to 
denigrate how kids use digital 
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there are times and situations 
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What are the results 
of using electronics 
to communicate? 

Digital Communications …. 

• Are very fast 

• Are very easy – no envelopes, 
stamps, or hassle 

• Are quick and simple to 
distribute widely 

• Don’t always show us how 
someone is feeling, or what 
they’re thinking. 

• Can be misinterpreted very 
easily 

• Can be distributed to other 
people very easily 

Texting isn’t the same as talking 
Most adults intuitively understand that there may be times or situations when it’s more 
appropriate to have a face-to-face or phone conversation, but kids can have a tough time with 
this idea.  They’ve grown up with electronics and often prefer that type of communication. 

You may have noticed that relying on digital devices has impacted your children’s social 
interactions and you may even feel that it’s impacted their social skills.  Despite that, once kids 
understand and are aware of how using devices can limit communication, they can begin to 
learn where and when to use more old-fashioned ways to talk.   
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If you have a feeling and multiple people text you about it, the feeling will become 
stronger and more noticeable to you.  For example, if you’re annoyed with a friend, 
texting with others about it could make you feel angrier – although talking about it in 
person might make you feel less angry. 

Digitally, emotions are often inflated – both good and bad emotions. 

Always using electronics can affect your social life and your relationships. It’s harder to 
really connect with people unless you have some time face-to-face.   

Because you can’t see the person you’re talking with, remember that it’s very easy for 
misunderstandings to happen – both ways.  Use emoticons so people know if you’re 
joking, and don’t be quick to jump to conclusions about what someone else is saying.   

For sensitive issues and situations, it may feel awkward to talk to someone in person or 
on the phone, but it’s often the best way to make sure that nothing is misunderstood.  

 

Need more information?  Visit http://www.elizabethenglander.com 



 

When kids are getting hurt online, 
it’s tempting to just “pull the 

plug.” Although doing that may 
limit your child’s exposure, be 

careful before you do this.  Many 
kids experience banning 

electronics as essentially a 
punishment for having reported 

cyberbullying to their parents, and 
they may think twice before 

talking to you about it next time.   

Still, it’s a good idea to encourage 
kids to develop alternate activities 
that they really enjoy.  That helps 

them keep their mind off the 
digital abuse and feel better about 
things.  And above all – keep the 

conversation going!  Talking is the 
ultimate cure for cyberbullying.   
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What do YOU need to know? 
Digital communications – online, or via 

texting – are a central part of socializing for 
children today.  This can be both bad and 
good for kids, but it does make parenting 

more complex.  On the one hand, 
electronics are here to stay, and children 

must have experience with devices to learn 
how to use them.  On the other hand, 

devices and games can be so compelling 
that many kids need to be coaxed to find 

other interests and activities.   

Parents don’t need to be technology experts 
to help their kids learn how to use 

technology.  While it’s always a good idea 
to understand the technologies your kids 

use, ultimately, kids really need to have old-
fashioned conversations with their parents, 
discussing what they do and see online, and 
what they think and feel about it – and what 

they think is right or wrong.   

Cyberbullying and Social Networking. 
Social Networking websites are sites whose purpose is to keep people interacting with one 

another.  The most popular site right now is Facebook, but many other sites are also popular 
(e.g., Formspring, Google+, Bebo).  Social networking sites aren’t the only place where 

cyberbullying happens, but they’re one of the most common places where kids may post 
comments, send cruel messages, post hurtful polls or pictures, or start rumors about others. 

Text messaging is the other main venue for cyberbullying.  Texting messaging – often called 
“texting” – is more popular among girls, who report in my research that it accounts for about 

half of cyberbullying cases. 
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Why do kids get into trouble 
online? 

Although much attention has focused on 
online predators, it’s much more likely that 
a child will be the cyberbully, not an adult.   

Kids often don’t understand how electronic 
communications change how we talk.  For 
example, when you are typing something, 
you don’t see the person’s face and body 
language; you miss all of those cues and 
can easily misunderstand what’s being 
said. Online, it’s easier to be casually cruel 
because you can’t see how you’re hurting 
the person, and you don’t get the 
nonverbal cues that tell you to stop.   

Many online also believe that they are 
“lost in the crowd” and that no one will 
ever see what they’re doing.  What they 
don’t realize is that their “real-life” 
community (e.g., their school) doesn’t 
have a million people and because it’s 
these people who watch them online, they 
are not really lost in a crowd of millions.   

Of course, because kids are so young, their 
ability to understand the permanency of 
what they do online is very limited! 
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 Some Myth-Busters 
Recent research found that more than 90% of 
kids were already online playing interactive 
games by age 8.  Start discussing online issues 
and etiquette when your kids are young! 

As children grow, most bullying episodes 
either happen online or are both online and in 
school.  By high school, very few incidents 
happen only in school.   

Most kids are comfortable with technology 
but not very knowledgeable.  They need to 
talk about how to interact with others online. 

When you give your child a “cell phone,” 
you’re giving them a mobile computer – not 
just a phone.  Be aware of how they can use 
these devices and talk with them about rules. 

Kids are so accustomed to being connected 
that putting away that cell phone can actually 
make them anxious.  Talk about that anxiety 
and help kids put it away!   

Need more information?  Visit http://www.elizabethenglander.com 



 

Children (and adults) will always 
have to cope with some cruelty in 

their lives.   

The real trick is to make your 
child better able to cope with 

cruelty and thus, they’ll be much 
less affected by it.   

The key to making kids better able 
to cope socially is to play up their 
strengths.  Make sure your child 
has lots of chances to play with 

friends they like.  Praise and 
reward them for their skills and 
strengths.  And above all, make 
sure you have some fun family 

time – it’s in those relationships 
that they’ll find their strengths! 
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Step One: What’s going on? 
Children tend to overuse the word 

“bullying” to describe many different kinds 
of situations.  So the first job is to determine 
what kind of problem your child is dealing 

with.   

Tell them you’re proud and glad that they 
came to you; then ask your child to walk 

you through the incident.  What happened 
first?  What next?  Who else was there? 

What did they do? 

The most important thing is for you to get 
details – as many details as possible.  It’s 

those details that will help you resolve this. 

The situation may or may not be bullying, 
but that’s not the most important thing.  

The critical issue to resolve the situation – 
and you need those details to do that. 

Dealing with a bullying situation  
must be a team effort. 

If your child comes home and tells you, “I’m being bullied,” – do not panic!  Remember that 
you’re not dealing with this alone, and neither is your child.  Look below to find certain steps 
you need to take to resolve the most common types of situations.   

Every bullying situation is slightly different.  Take into account your individual situation before 
following anybody’s advice – including mine! 
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Step Two: Working With Your 
Child’s School 

Approach your child’s school calmly, with 
as many facts as possible.  Here are a few 
tips to make the conversation go better: 

Consider going in person.  Phone and 
email contact is often not as effective. 

Stay calm and listen to what the educator 
or administrator tells you.  Don’t assume 
they have all the same facts that you have.   

It’s not often that administrators can truly 
make a bullying situation vanish overnight 
– but they can immediately work to help 
your child feel more supported and safer. 

Never assume you know everything about 
what’s going on, and never assume your 
child is telling you the 100% entire truth.  
It is normal for children to tell small lies to 
their parents, if it means they will avoid 
getting in trouble. 

Never over-focus on whether or not the 
situation is truly “bullying.”  Focus instead 
on how to resolve it successfully. 
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3    Step Three: Some Tips to Help 
       If you feel unable to communicate with 
the administrator, go see another person in 
your child’s District or school.  Don’t give up. 

Stay calm – losing your temper will not help 
your child feel safer.   

Remember that schools cannot tell you 
anything about another child – even a bully – 
so don’t expect to get information about what 
happens to the bully.  They cannot tell you. 

When you end a conversation, be sure to ask, 
“When we will speak next, to check in about 
this situation?”  Insist upon an answer.  

Do you need more help?  Ask your 
pediatrician for advice and referrals.   

Finally, always ask your child if any part of 
the bullying is happening online or through 
texting.  Our research shows that the older 
kids are, the more common that is.   

Need more information?  Visit http://www.elizabethenglander.com 


